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PAPER

Metasurface Antennas: Design and Performance
M. Faenzi†, G. Minatti††, S. Maci†

SUMMARY This paper gives an overview on the design process of
modulated metasurface (MTS) antennas and focus on their performance in
terms of efficiency and bandwidth. The basic concept behind MTS antennas
is that the MTS imposes the impedance boundary conditions (IBCs) seen
by a surface wave (SW) propagating on it. The MTS having a spatially
modulated equivalent impedance transforms the SW into a leaky wave with
controlled amplitude, phase and polarization. MTS antennas are hence
highly customizable in terms of performances by simply changing the IBCs
imposed by the MTS, without affecting the overall structure. The MTS can
be configured for high gain (high aperture efficiency) with moderate
bandwidth, for wide bandwidth with moderate aperture efficiency, or for a
trade-off performance for bandwidth and aperture efficiency. The design
process herein described relies on a generalized form of the Floquet wave
theorem adiabatically applied to curvilinear locally periodic IBCs. Several
technological solutions can be adopted to implement the IBCs defined by
the synthesis process, from sub-wavelength patches printed on a grounded
slab at microwave frequencies, to a bed of nails structure for millimeter
waves: in any case, the resulting device has light weight and a low profile.
key words: metasurface antennas, leaky waves, artificial surfaces, Floquet
waves, impedance boundary conditions.

1.

Introduction

Metasurfaces (MTSs), the 2D equivalent of
metamaterials, are thin artificial layers characterized by
unusual reflection and transmission properties of plane
waves and/or dispersion properties of surface/guided waves.
At microwave frequencies, MTSs are implemented by
printing sub-wavelength patches on a grounded dielectric
substrate to realize homogenised impedance boundary
conditions (IBCs).
The control of leaky wave (LW) radiation through the
modulation of IBCs has led to a new class of antennas which
sometimes are referred to as modulated MTS antennas [1].
This kind of antennas works on the transformation of a
bounded SW into a radiative LW through the SW interaction
with the MTS. Although modulated MTS antennas are based
on a LW mechanism, their behaviour offers an enormous
flexibility with respect to conventional LW antennas: due to
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the 2D control of the propagation and leakage parameters, it
is possible to control phase and amplitude of the aperture
field, and hence beam shape and polarization, efficiency and
radiation pattern bandwidth. The ease with which the beam
can be shaped is one of the most interesting features of MTS
antennas, especially for peculiar fields as space applications.
In this paper, however, we focus on the performance in terms
of gain and bandwidth, being such parameters of general
interest in a wider range of antenna applications.
At microwaves, MTS antennas are typically constituted
by thousands of subwavelength patches of different shapes
or metallic strips, printed on a grounded dielectric substrate
[1]-[5]. For some millimeter and submillimeter wave
applications, patch textures can be conveniently replaced by
metallized pins textures [6]. Provided the elements
implementing the IBCs are small in terms of the wavelength
(between one fifth and one tenth of the wavelength), the
interacting SW sees the texture as a continuum. The
elements of the textures behave like pixels in a black&white
printed image, whose grey scale is realized by changing the
dimension of the pixel-elements inside a regular lattice.
MTS antennas exhibit low profile, low weight, reduced
complexity, and low cost. No external protruding, backing
feed arrangements or (sub-) reflectors are required: indeed,
the feeding structure is embedded in the MTS plane. This is
an advantage with respect to other types of printed antennas,
like reflectarrays, especially for space applications [1].
In this paper, we review the analysis and design process
of modulated MTS antennas, providing an overview of the
performance that can be achieved in terms of gain and
bandwidth. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2
introduces the adiabatic Floquet wave (FW) model for
curvilinear locally periodic IBCs which is the basis for the
design process described in the next Section 3 in a global
frame, from the synthesis of the IBCs to the final antenna
layout. Right after, Section 4 and 5 discusses efficiency and
bandwidth of MTS antennas, respectively, with focus on
broadside, circularly polarized beams. Concluding remarks
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azimuthal symmetry, as the one launched by a vertical dipole.

are in Section 6.
2.

Adiabatic Floquet Waves for curvilinear IBCs

The adiabatic FW expansion is a theoretical model
describing currents and fields on locally periodic IBCs, as
the ones formed by the patch texture in MTS antennas.
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Constant average non-uniform IBCs
We model the metallic cladding constituting the MTS with
an anisotropic “transparent” IBC ([7], [9]) identified by

(

Et = j X  zˆ  Ht

− Ht

0−

) = jX  J

(1)

where X is the penetrable or “transparent” reactance and
J is the electric current flowing in the metallic homogenized
cladding. In absence of losses, X is an Hermitian tensor
[10] (analogously, the impedance jX is anti-Hermitian);
the class of transparent lossless reactance tensors of our
interest is referred to as “constant-average non uniform
reactances”, and is given by
X = X( 0) + X( −1) + X( +1)
(2)

ˆ ˆ + X φφ
ˆˆ
X(0) = X  ρρ
X( m1) =

Fig.1. Geometry of the problem. The subwavelength printed patches are
modelled by an anisotropic tensor reactance, which defines through (1) a
“transparent” IBCs on a grounded dielectric slab (inset on the left corner).
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The inset on the right sketches the local periodic problem for the definition

where

of the adiabatic Floquet modes.

independent quantities, K is a large ρ-independent constant

The model, denoted as “Flat Optics” (FO) in [7]-[8], is
founded from the rigorous FW expansion of 1D periodic
problems asymptotically extended to the case of locally
periodic 2D IBCs. Even if the actual IBCs are not strictly
periodic, the FW expansion still gives a good description of
fields and currents associated with the local periodicity of
the surface, and can be successfully exploited to design MTS
antennas.
The FO model refers to MTSs consisting of a lossless
grounded dielectric slab of relative permittivity εr and
thickness h, printed with perfectly electric conducting
subwavelength patches, constituting a penetrable IBC with
modulated capacitive reactance. The reference configuration
is shown in Fig.1. The MTS is defined on a circular surface
of radius a, centered at the origin of a cylindrical reference
system with coordinates ( ρ,φ ) and unit vectors ( ρˆ , φ
ˆ).
Bold characters denotes vectors, bold characters underlined
by a double bar denotes tensors. At the interface between
metal cladding and free space, the observation point is
indicated by ρ =  cos xˆ +  sin yˆ . Transverse magnetic
(TM) and transverse electric (TE) modes are referred to the
normal ẑ to the surface. Free-space wavenumber,
wavelength and impedance are identified respectively by k,
λ and . The SW is assumed excited by a vertical electric
dipole at the center of the reference system. The validity of
this assumption relies in that, although the feed structure can
be more complex than a dipole, the excited SW still has

X

and

(4)

X

are negative (capacitive), space

such that K t s ( ρ )  t , ( ρ ) , with the transverse
gradient operating in ρ, and s(ρ) has unit peak value. We
note that the symmetric tensors in (2)-(4) are representative
of MTSs constituted by elements with two orthogonal
symmetry axes and identify reactances with principal axes
aligned with ( ρˆ , φ
ˆ ) . Also, (2)-(4) have a rapidly
oscillating part described by X

( m1)

that can be written in

terms of cosine functions by combining together the
exponential functions. Within the entries of X

( m1)

one can

identify three factors: (i) a rapidly varying phase factor
exp (  jKs(ρ) ) , providing the main interaction with the
exciting SW; (ii) the slowly varying phase factors

(

)

exp  j, (ρ) , which mainly control the polarization;
(iii) the modulation indexes m, (ρ) , which mostly control
the amplitude field. The condition m, (ρ)  1 avoids
local changes of the nature of the transparent reactance from
capacitive to inductive, which could lead to the excitation of
a higher order (TE-dominant) SW mode.
Adiabatic Floquet Wave Expansion
One of the main properties of the constant-average
reactance X in (2) is related to the fact that the average
current flowing in it is quite similar to the SW-current that
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the dipole source would excite in X

( 0)

. An appropriate

modification - illustrated next - of these currents will
constitute therefore the 0-index mode of an adiabatic FW
( 0)
expansion. Since X
is ρ-independent, the SW that
flows on it, excited by a dipole, is a purely TM cylindrical
wave asymptotically given by
J0 =

J 0 H1(2)

(  sw  ) ρˆ

(5)

where H1(2) is the Hankel function of second kind and first
order. The propagation constant βsw is solution of a
dispersion equation affected by the X  component only,
and it is given as a function of the scalar opaque reactance

X op as  sw = k

2
1 + X op
/  2 . An excellent closed-form

approximation of βsw can be found in [11].
In presence of the modulation, the 0-indexed FW mode
(simply denoted hereinafter as “0-mode”) is obtained from
(5) by locally transforming the real unperturbed
wavenumber βsw into the complex radial wavenumber
k (0) (ρ) = sw +  (ρ) − j (ρ) . It is therefore implicitly
assumed that the 0-mode has a cylindrical wavefront with
radial attenuation with local attenuation parameter α(ρ)
accounting for the transfer of energy from the 0-mode to the
leaky mode along the propagation path. The parameters
βΔ(ρ) and α(ρ) are functions of the X entries. Since
k (0) (ρ) is space-dependent, its associated global phase
(0)
k%
(ρ) from the reference point in the origin is obtained

(

)

(0)
by integrating the local relation  k% (ρ) /  = k0 (ρ) .

This leads to the adiabatic FW expansion for the current

J   n J(n) , with

(

)

J ( n) = J( n) φˆ + J ( n) ρˆ e

− jnKs ( ρ )

(

H1(2) k%(0) 

)

(6)

and where Ks(ρ) is the same as in (4). Taking the asymptotic
form of the Hankel function, it is evident that each mode in
(6) has a curvilinear-wavefront which propagates with local
n-indexed FW wavevectors

β( n) = Re t  k%(0)  + nKs(ρ)  = (sw +  ) ρˆ + nK t s ( ρ ) (7)


and with n-independent local attenuation parameter α(ρ).
The curvilinear wavefront associated with each FW current
mode is given by sw + nKs(ρ) = const. The adiabatic FW
electric fields expansion can be obtained by the spectral
(n)

Green’s function (GF) ZGF of the grounded slab evaluated
at the local wavevectors β(n) (see appendix in [7]), that is
n
( n)
Et ( ρ ) =  E( n)   ZGF
 J( )
n

n

(8)

We point out that the basis on which we have expanded
currents and fields does not rigorously satisfy Maxwell’s
equations, since it is based on an asymptotic, adiabatic
approximation valid far from the point source. However, this
basis locally recovers a FW expansion and may be used for
obtaining an adiabatic solution. This solution is found by
using (8) in the transparent IBCs (2) leading to
(n)
 J (n) =  j X  J (n)
 ZGF
n

(9)

n

and allowing one to find an analytical solution and a local
ρ–dependent adiabatic dispersion equation. To this end, the
terms in (9) with the same rapid phase variation are equated
and a set of equations is obtained. The set is solved by
substitutions, leading to an homogeneous system of type
0
j χ (ρ)  J ( ) = 0 that admits a non-trivial solution only for

det[  (ρ)] = 0 . This identifies the local dispersion equation
whose solution gives the complex value of the 0-mode local
wavenumber k (0) .
3.

Design of Modulated MTS antennas

The global synthesis scheme is shown in Fig. 2 [8] and it is
composed of three main blocks. The first block synthesizes
the continuous impedance surface, which produces the
objective aperture field when excited by a reference SW.
Then, within the second block, the continuous impedance
surface is discretized and implemented through a dense
texture of small patches (typically several thousands).
Finally, the third block analyses the textured antenna layout
through a global full-wave solver.
The design process starts assuming that the radiative
components of the objective aperture field are known. In the
first block, the synthesis of the IBCs is performed
representing the patterned metallic cladding by a continuous,
space-dependent reactance tensor X , which models the
continuous anisotropic IBC related to the discontinuity of
the magnetic field. The red block is the core of this task and
it is based on the analytical FO method detailed in [7]-[8].
After the synthesis has been performed, a full wave
analysis, still based on the continuous IBC approach, is used
to check the accuracy of the synthesized reactance. This step
is performed with the extremely fast formulation detailed in
[12]. If the first check with this solver is successful, one
proceeds to the implementation of the obtained IBC by
means of sub-wavelength patches.
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of the synthesis process [8].

Notice that the synthesis procedure could be also extended
to different impedance implementation (e.g. fully metallic
elements) by considering impenetrable impedances instead
of penetrable ones.
The element synthesis (“pixel modelling” in Fig. 2) is
carried out using a local “micro-periodicity” concept, i.e.,
assuming that the local element is immersed in a periodic
environment of identical elements with the periodicity of the
lattice. The above assumption allows one to apply periodic
IBCs on the elemental cell boundaries and to use the periodic
GF in the integral equation formulation, thus reducing the
computational effort to that of a single unit cell. The analysis
of the periodic structure, which is inherently extremely fast,
is repeated several times in order to construct a database.
Such a database associates to different element geometries,
within the unit cell, the corresponding entries of the
anisotropic reactance tensor. The database can be built
before the entire synthesis process, and possibly re-used for
other syntheses. Actually, only a few samples of the
parameter-space are directly calculated and an interpolation
is next used to create a denser database. The database is
normally constructed at the antenna operative frequency; its
extension around the operative frequency can be important
when the antenna is required to operate over a large band.
To this purpose, the pole-zero matching method [13] or the
analytical models presented in [11] and [14] can be used.
The output of this part of the design is a complete layout of
the antenna, where the dimensions and the orientation of any
single pixel-element are defined.
The final phase of the design process is a detailed analysis
of the pixelated layout, which requires a global full-wave
solver. In case the final check is not successful, a repetition
of the continuous model synthesis may be required.
Actually, as the analytic core of the synthesis, i.e. the
“continuous reactance synthesis” block in Fig. 2, is powerful
and accurate, the overall process rarely requires a feedback.

4.

Efficiency of MTS Antennas

Efficiency is defined here as the ratio between the gain of
the antenna and the maximum directivity of an ideal, lossless,
uniformly illuminated aperture having the same area. The
characterization of the efficiency for MTS antennas involves
several aspects related to the radiation mechanism [15]
which are sketched in Fig. 3. When the input port of the
feeder is fed by a power Pin, part of it is directly radiated in
free space (Pfeed), while the remaining power is transformed
into a SW (Psw). The SW power is partly lost due to losses
(PΩ), partly radiated as a LW (Plw), and the remaining part
reaches the antenna rim, giving rise to edge effects:
diffraction (Pdiff) and reflection, giving rise to an inward SW
(Pswb). In practical designs, Pswb is negligible and one may
assume that all the reflected power is fully reradiated (Plwb).
All the phenomena relevant to the introduced wavemechanism are characterized through the definitions of
relevant efficiencies that will be discussed in the following.
Feed Efficiency
The feed efficiency εfeed is defined as the ratio between the
input power and the power delivered to the SW, i.e.

 feed = Psw / Pin = 1 − Pfeed / Pin

(10)

Ideally, the feeder of a MTS antenna delivers all the input
power to the SW but a real feeder will always have a residual
Pfeed, directly radiated in free space. The problem of the
optimum excitation of surface waves for this kind of
antennas is detailed in [15].
Ohmic efficiency
To define the ohmic efficiency we assume lossless
metals and a lossy substrate, which is reasonable in the
microwave regime where the dielectric losses dominate on
the metal losses. The ohmic efficiency εΩ is defined as

 =

Plw / Psw
Plw P =0 / Psw

(11)



which stands for the ratio between the radiated power Plw
and the SW power Psw in presence of losses and the same
ratio in absence of losses ( Plw

P =0

is the LW power in

absence of losses). In presence of ohmic-losses the
propagation constant βsw on a non-modulated MTS becomes
slightly complex, namely

 sw →  sw =  sw − j p ,

with

the phase parameter βsw not significantly affected. The
attenuation constant αp can be estimated by solving the
dispersion equation with a perturbative approach [15].
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Plw

Pfeed

Plwb
Pswb

Psw

Pdiff

P

Pin
Fig. 3 Visualization of the time average power contributions for the
characterization of the antenna efficiency.

Conversion and Tapering efficiency.
Conversion efficiency represents the fraction of radiated
LW power with respect to the SW power. In absence of
losses, i.e. when P = 0 , the conversion efficiency εconv is

 conv = Plw P =0 Psw

(12)



in (14) when aλ=8 and predicted by the full-wave solver for
continuous IBCs [12]: peak directivity is around 33.3 dBi,
corresponding to a tapering efficiency of about 85%. The
MTS structure is designed for X op  0.9 , on a substrate
with h=0.2/k and εr=9.8, is fed by an elementary vertical
dipole and the aperture field distribution is such that x and y
components are in phase quadrature to radiate a right hand
circularly polarized field.
The overall efficiency is plotted in Fig. 4 for several values
of the opaque impedance that can be implemented with
printed patches. It is seen that the overall efficiency can
reach 75% with a design that makes use of standard
substrates, a non-uniform modulation and a simple feeder.
The values in Fig. 4 are typical overall efficiency figures and
can be improved under specific conditions. On the other side,
additional requirements on the antenna pattern, e.g. a need
of low side lobes or cross-polar radiation, may adversely
affect the efficiency like for any other antenna topology.
80

The tapering efficiency εtap is related to the directivity
loss of a given aperture illumination with respect to a
uniform distribution. For broadside beams, it is quantified as
2

A Et dA = A S (  )dA
 tap =
2
A S (  ) dA
A Et dA
A
A

70
X op /  = 0.75

%

2

X op /  = 1.25

X op /  = 1

75

65

(13)

60
Antenna design parameters
Dielectric permittivity
Solid lines: 9.8
Dashed lines: 4.5

55

where Et is the aperture field distribution and S(ρ) is the
power density distribution associated with Et. The righthand side of (13) comes from the relation Et  2 S (  )
valid for broadside beam antennas. The quantities in (12)
and (13) are controlled by the attenuation parameter α,
which is controlled by the amplitude of the modulation [8].

50
3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Fig. 4: Overall efficiency for broadside circularly polarized MTS antennas
with several sizes and several values of the normalized opaque impedance
𝑋̅𝑜𝑝 /𝜁. Curves are for substrates with h=0.2/k and loss tangent of 0.002.

Overall Efficiency
Fig. 4 shows a plot of the overall efficiency for broadside,
circularly polarized MTS antennas with different sizes,
given by the product of all the efficiencies introduced. We
have assumed a feeder formed as a vertical electric dipole
on top of a circular patch printed on the MTS, designed to
maximize the SW power (see inset of Fig. 4). Two different
standard lossy substrates have been considered with εr=9.8
and εr=4.5, respectively, with identical dissipation factor
tan  = 0.002 . The power distribution on the aperture is

 sin 2 ( ) ;
  0.5

S (  ) 
=
1;
0.5    a − 2
S max  2

a − 2    a
sin  4 ( a − )  ; 

Fig. 5 Directive pattern from a MTS with high tapering efficiency. Red
lines: IBC-MoM [12]. Black lines: target directivity patterns. Solid lines:
RHCP; dotted-dashed lines: LHCP. Insets: directive diagrams in the u-v

(14)

so that tapering and conversion efficiencies approximately
follow the relation  conv =  tap = a / ( a + 2) , where aλ
is the aperture radius normalized to λ. Fig. 5 shows an
example of the directive pattern radiated by the distribution

spectral plane from the IBC-MoM.

5.

Bandwidth of Gain

Here the antenna bandwidth is the frequency range in
which the gain lower than 3dB with respect to the gain at the
design frequency. The rate at which the antenna loses gain
when changing frequency is related to the dispersion of the
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MTS [16]. In fact, this dispersion introduces a variation
 sw →  sw +  sw and  →  +  implying a phase
mismatch between the SW-wavenumber and Ks(ρ), as well
as a distortion of the amplitude of the aperture field. The
main detrimental effect on the gain is due to the phase error;
this affects the matching between the modulation phase
function Ks(ρ) and the SW phasing

 sw ( ) 

of a

quantity proportional to the integral of

  ( ,  )

along

the SW path [7]-[8]. Therefore, only the effect of Δβsw will
be considered hereinafter. The value of Δβsw is obtained by
the first order Taylor expansion of βsw(ω) at the center
frequency, i.e

sw   ( sw ) =  / vg

(15)

where vg is the group velocity of the SW at the center
frequency and Δω is the unilateral angular-frequency
bandwidth. The antenna gain is defined as

G = (ka)2 

(16)

where (ka)2 is the directivity of a uniformly illuminated
circular aperture of radius a and ε is the antenna efficiency.
From (16), the reduction of gain with frequency is
translated into a decrease of the antenna efficiency. Naming
ε the efficiency at the design working frequency, and ε′ the
efficiency when a shift Δβsw arises on the wavenumber due
to the frequency change, the unilateral bandwidth is
obtained when the condition ε′ =0.5ε is met.

bandwidth of broadside MTS antennas as a function of the
antenna radius, for several values of the opaque impedance.
The results in Fig. 6 have been obtained for a lossless
substrate with permittivity εr=10 and thickness h=0.2/k.
Efficiency plots assume a feed efficiency as the one of a
vertical electric dipole with a metallic disc printed on the
MTS (as in Fig. 4). One can conclude, from Fig. 6, that
higher values of the opaque impedance increase the antenna
efficiency at the cost of a smaller bandwidth.
A representation useful in practice relates the antenna gain
in dBi for  feed  tap = 1 to the percentage bandwidth B%. To
this purpose, we evaluate the product between the antenna
gain in (16) and the half-power relative bandwidth in (18)
when  feed   = 1 and

GB  47.37 

 conv tap = a / ( a + 2 ) , obtaining:

a
a <47.37a
(a + 2)

(19)

where the term into square brackets can be approximated to
unity for large a . Using again eq. (18) and taking the
logarithm leads to:

 B% 
1 B% 
G[dB] 57 − 10log 1 +
 − 20log 

60



  

(20)

Bandwidth of a highly efficient MTS antenna
We discuss here the bandwidth of a highly efficient MTS
antenna radiating a broadside beam. On the antenna surface,
we consider the power distribution given in (14), which
provides a good tapering efficiency. We also assume that the
major contribution to the reduction of ε comes from the
reduction of the tapering efficiency εtap, which is coherent
with the premise that the phase error is the main detrimental
effect on the gain. The unilateral bandwidth is given
therefore by the condition:
a

0

S (  )e− j  sw   d 

2

=

1
2

a

0

S (  ) d 

Fig. 6 Efficiency and bandwidth plots of a broadside MTS antenna, realized
on a lossless substrate with εr=10, h=0.2/k, and implementing the power
distribution in (14). The MTS is assumed fed by vertical electric dipole on
an annular patch. Circular dots comes from the FO analysis [7].

2

(17)

To estimate the antenna bandwidth, we use (14) into (17)
and solve this latter numerically for finding  sw . The
numerical
solution
is
well
approximated
by
sw  3.77 / a . Using the latter expression in (15) gives a
bilateral relative bandwidth
B=2


1
1
 1.2 
 1.2

a
a

(18)

where γ=vg/c is the group velocity normalized to the speed
of light c in free space. Fig. 6 summarizes efficiency and

Fig. 7. Gain as a function of relative bandwidth for the tapered distribution
in (14) and a uniform amplitude distribution, for several values of γ=vg/c.
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Fig. 7 plots (20) as function of the percentage bandwidth
for γ ranging from 0.3 to 1. Also, the same picture shows the
theoretical bandwidth of a MTS antenna having a uniform
illumination. Although this case is not physically feasible, it
is useful as a theoretical limit for the bandwidth of a MTS
antenna designed to maximize the antenna efficiency.
Enlarging the bandwidth of modulated MTS Antennas
A proper design approach for a wideband MTS aperture
should implement a local compensation for the SW
wavelength frequency variation by a radial shaping of the
modulation phase Ks(ρ). For this reason an optimal design
of Ks(ρ) relies on the frequency characterization of the
cladding reactance

X ( ρ,  ) on the band of interest;

anyway, usually, the frequency variation of this latter is of a
second order effect w.r.t. the slab contribution and a quite
good characterization can be provided by assuming a linear
function of the frequency, at least in a certain range of
frequency [11]. The shape chosen for Ks(ρ) can be expressed
by Ks (  ) = 2 / f p (  ) , where


f p = ( d1 −  ) +  

( )

i =0

with

 = ln ( d2 − d1 ) /  −1 / a

parameter.

Hence

p (  ) = f / ( f p −  e
2
p



)

and 

modulation

i

(21)

i!

is a constant
period

reads

and for small  assumes a

quasi-exponential shape. This setting of the modulation
periodicity realizes a local matching between the
wavelength of the SW and a certain annular region of the
aperture. Changing the frequency, this region slides out on
the aperture matching a different region of impedance.
Namely, the mechanism becomes an active region
mechanism. Within the active region the SW is transformed
into a LW that radiates a beam in the desired direction being
its phase evolution locally matched to the modulation phase,
leading to broadside radiation. In other annular aperture
regions, only weak radiation occurs, due to the phase
mismatch which does not allow the SW-MTS interference
field to enter into the visible range. Induced aperture fields
at three frequency samples are plotted in Fig. 8.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. Representation of induced currents on wideband aperture: (a) at a
frequency of 18.33GHz. (b) at a frequency sample of 23.94GHz and (c) at
29.88GHz. It is shown how aperture activation changes over the band. As

the operating frequency shifts to high, illumination is less homogeneous and
more confined at inner region where most of the SW power is radiated
away. Conversely at lower frequencies SW power reaches outer region
where a broadside beam is generated.

The values of d1 , d2 are chosen to match the
modulation phase to the SW phase progression at the two
band
extremes,
according
to
the
relation

2 / p1,2 = sw ( f1,2 ) , where p1 = p  =0 , p2 = p  =a ,

f1,2

are the limit operating frequencies and βsw is related to the
opaque average MTS impedance.
The aperture example treated in this section operates at
K and Ka band in a frequency range comprised between
18GHz and 30GHz.
The radius of the antenna is fixed as a=16.66cm, the
substrate on which the MTS is synthesized is a Rogers
RO3006 featuring a permittivity  r = 6.15 and thickness

h = 0.635mm .
The design frequency of the MTS impedance is fixed at
27GHz; at that frequency the MTS is characterized by an
average transparent reactance X  , = −450 (as expressed
in (4)). This reactance value is considered linear on the
overall desired bandwidth (from 18 GHz to 30GHz in this
example). Values for d1 and d 2 are hence determined
and are respectively equal to 0.72 and 1 whereas  equals
to 0.06 for the present case.
A single centered TM launcher constituted by a vertical
electric dipole embedded into the substrate feeds the
structure; the antenna in-band response is calculated by the
use of a MoM tool presented in [12]. The calculated
directivity patterns are shown in Fig. 9 for a set of three
frequency samples together with the aperture frequency
response. We observe in Fig. 9 an extremely flat aperture
response in terms of the calculated directivity and good inband pattern shape stability; broadside pointing is
maintained within the band of interest and excellent
polarization purity is also displayed at the three frequency
samples.
The design method presented here proves to be an
efficient way to trade the available aperture and hence
efficiency (that is around the 10% within the band in this
example) for a wideband operability by progressive
activation of the different antenna functional regions in
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surfaces” IEEE Trans. Antennas Propag., vol. 58, n. 10, pp. 32123221, Oct. 2010.

Upper scale

[4]

M. Faenzi, F. Caminita, E. Martini, P. De Vita, G. Minatti, M.
Sabbadini, and S. Maci, “Realization and Measurement of Broadside
Beam Modulated Metasurface Antennas,” IEEE Antennas Wireless
Propag. Lett., 2016.

[5]

S. Pandi, C. A. Balanis, and C. R. Birtcher, “Design of scalar
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7, pp. 3016-3024, Jul. 2015.

Fig. 9 Directive patterns for a broadband modulated MTS antenna obtained
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DelPino and G. Chattopadhyay, "A class of silicon micromachined

from a continuous impedance boundary conditions (IBC) MoM solver
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reported the peak directivity (top scale) which has a good stability within
the K and Ka-band in the range 18-30 GHz.

much the same way as it happens in spiral and log-periodic
antennas. Thus, as a matter of fact, the example serves to
demonstrate that typical LWAs frequency beam squinting
can be overcome by proper MTS IBCs design. As a result,
bandwidth improvement is obtained w.r.t. to more classical
MTS antenna solutions and achieved relative bandwidth is
close to B%  0.50 .
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fixed boundary condition (mostly PEC) to achieve the
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behaviour. The full control of the aperture field and hence of
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